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FOOD FROM CANADA

ENSURING BREAKFASTS FOR A YEAR

Canada has undertaken to deliver 268,000 long tons of bacon to

this country this year. This is an advance of 350 pen cent on the

pre-war figure, and will involve 5,000,000 hogs*

An interesting commentary on the requirements for producing these

extra supplies is the fact that approximately 1,000 lbs* of feed is

required to bring eaoh hog to market weight*

To increase Canada’s baoon producing potentialities by so large a

margin in so short a time represents in itself a major feat of

agricultural economy.

in one

This is one iten/of the largest food orders for dairy products

ever placed by Britain*

Another large item under agreement is eggs, Canada having undertaken

to deliver 540>000,000 to Britain in 1942* The eggs will be shipped for

the most part in dried form, since the transport of foodstuffs is now

conditioned entirely by the nature of shipping space available, and in

their dried form eggs are mere easily accommodated in the North Atlantic

ships* The quantity is over thirty times the amount delivered by Canada

to Britain annually before the war.

In addition to the eggs and bacon, arrangements have been made for

10,000 long tons of other pork products, while 125,000,000 lbs, of cheese

will be shipped - almost double the pre-war exports to this country*

Another item in the account is for 15,000 tons of evaporated milk*

The prices of these commodities are being kept at- the lowest possible
level consistent with costs of production, and quality is encouraged by
a system of Government bonusing, which will involve the British consumer

in no extra charge.

Taking the animal products as a whole Canada is this year shipping
380,000 long tons as compared with 275,000 last year*.
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